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Put People on the Land I
rTWYHL most important thing for every Utah man who owns a dollar's worth of property, or has a child for H
fti whose future he is concerned, is to put good citizens on these empty acres. H
U

There may be a lively little interest in politics, and there may be some reasonable difference of opinion D
as to the jolliest way to spend vacation. But when you get right down to the necessary thing yesterday, today H
and forever, it is this put people on the land! H

Cfl Maybe you never played poker. But gentlemen who do, tell us that it is the custom to take a chip off the general H
store on the table whenever hands of a certain size are displayed one chip for threes, and two chips for a full hand H
or better. And in the course of the evening the general store is reduced until there comes a time when there are H
not enough to play with. H

CJ We men of Utah may go on trading with each other, buying and selling, and devising new schemes every day to H
surprise dollars from each other's pockets. But if we don't get new blood in the game, we are not going to have H
chips enough to do business with, after awhile. H

CJ There are thousands of idle acres right here in Salt Lake county, every one of which readily can be made pro- - H
ductive of valuable and necessary and marketable foodstuffs. There are millions of acres of just the same kind in H
Utah. They are doing no one any particular good as they lie, and they will continue to lie as they are for many a H
year if we wait for the usual process of settlement. Besides, men in other states, and particularly men in Canada, H
are making all reasonable and honorable effort to bring good people to their respective sections. They are offer- - H
ing inducements. They are telling the enterprsing farmers of our Central States that there are excellent ad- - H
vantages in the new country. If we remain idle and indifferent, the settlers will go through or around Utah, just jH
as they have been so generally doing in the past; and we will get only the driblets of new citizenship. H

Cfl And the new citizen who goes farther will not get as good a home, all things considered, as we could find for him M
right here in Utah. H

J Our Utah slogan for the next ten years should be: "PUT PEOPLE ON THE LAND!" B

I Nothing else is so much needed in Utah. With eight families on every tillable square mile of now idle land, H
the amount of merchandise handled in Utah would be multiplied a million times. The value of property would be H
increased beyond the possibilities of computation. There would be roads where there are now sand and sagebrush. H
There would be bridges where now there are not even fords. There would be homes and orchards and' gardens of H
flowers where now there are wearisome wastes of desert land, idle and waiting for a billion of years. H

J And if it would add values to our present holdings, if it would increase our volume of trade, if it would make big- - H
gcr and better cities in Utah, it would by that selfsame magic make prosperous and contented tens of thousands H
of men and of women now struggling under less favorable conditions. H

CJ And Utah, with its population so increased, would become a factor of vastly. greater importance in the nation. It H
would be a tremendous help to America. It would be an almoner to the needy, a helper of those who are worthy H
everywhere. H
CJ The work can be done. There are very many desirable families who want just such land and just such opportuni-- H
ties as can be found here. They can bring to Utah just the citizenship we need. Either they will shrivd'and stag- - jH
natc where they are, or Idaho, Oregon, Washington or Canada will get them. They can do better here than any- - H
where else. They would come here if we asked them. They would help us through all the future if we would help H

. them now. It isn't charity. It is enlightened selfishness. It is an excellent investment, and the .profits of it will H
go on through all the coming years. H

CJ Politics is all right. Pleasure is all rig-Tit- Present business activity is all right. But if we don't fill up these idle jH
acres, the whole world will leave us hopeless and forgotten in the rear. U
CJ PUT PEOPLE ON THE LAND. H
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